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Perception, 5e, by Randolph Blake and Robert Sekuler, helps students appreciate the complexity of
perception, while giving them a fresh perspective on their own seeing, hearing, touching, smelling,
and tasting. This thoroughly revised Fifth Edition includes updated research on cognitive influences
on perception, two additional chapters, and a new, contemporary look.
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I love books about physics and I love books about psychology. Although I've been met with a lot of
negative judgement by comparing the two in my eyes they are in many aspects related. If you love
books that have you thinking outside your normal capacity and seeing things from a completely
different POV then this is a good book to get started with. It will certainly inform you of a lot of typical
mindsets and open your mind to some new perspectives. As for me I've covered the teachings of
this book long ago and no longer find it helpful. I bought it to reference the basics and have found it
remarkable for that purpose. There are a lot of positions that aren't covered and a lot of ways to
think that are completely left out so I feel it's only fair to give it four rather than five stars. However, if
you are simply looking for a book to expand your mind and haven't had any previous knowledge this
book would be perfect for you!

This is a tough book at the beginning but if you stick with it you'll learn a lot about human
perception.

i loved the book, has pretty good insights on vision and color and how we see the world, and how
not all of us perceived the same way, its all about uniqueness.

my package came just as expected.
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